Adastra
length 42.5m (139' 5") builder mcconaghy boats

This futuristic boat is the second largest
trimaran ever built and the fourth largest
powered multihull in the world. But her range
and displacement are the real superlatives
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Adastra – looking like a
gull alighting on the sea –
is the result of extensive
tank and radio-controlled
tests to determine the
optimum shape for
stability and performance.
She won a ShowBoats
Design Award for naval
architecture

ook at Adastra and you see the future – not only of yacht
design but also of the industry itself. Her performance and development have global
aspects: she has a range of 10,000 nautical miles and was designed in Britain for
expatriate owners, who live in Hong Kong, to cruise Indonesia and the world. The
interior was designed by a Dane who happens to be the first female commodore of the
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club, and the entire vessel was built in China at a yard owned
and managed by Australians.

The last few years have seen a proliferation of extreme
motor yacht designs where novelty is paramount. Adastra
is not one of those. There is a great deal of science behind
her design, and proof of its principles can be seen in a
trio of trimarans that set circumnavigation records: iLan
Voyager (1988), Cable & Wireless Adventurer (1998) and
Earthrace (2008). Adastra is not one of those either. Nor is
she extreme for extreme’s sake. Her owner, Anto Marden,
spent many years in the shipping business and has sailed
all over south-east Asia in his 13.7-metre trimaran Mazinga,
designed by John Shuttleworth. He has extensive knowledge
of these boats and the stability of their form and has known
Shuttleworth for some 30 years.
About eight years ago, Marden began thinking of a larger
yacht with global range. Like many yachtsmen, the idea of
going around the world in his own boat intrigued him. For such
a journey, however, he wanted something faster than a sailing
boat, and sought an ocean-going powerboat capable of a steady
16 to 18 knots in the open sea and a range of 4,000 nautical
miles at 17 knots.
‘The owner had four key requirements for the design
of his large power trimaran,’ says Shuttleworth: ‘Offshore
seaworthiness, comfort, economy of operation and shallow
draught.’ The brief for the interior was that it should
complement the modern exterior shape and reflect the family’s
Asian home. Primarily, it would cruise with just the Mardens

aboard plus crew, but two additional cabins were planned to
accommodate occasional guests.
‘We started talking about this yacht at least five years before
we actually began the design proper,’ says Shuttleworth. Those
discussions allowed the designer to get a feel for what sort of
boat the owner wanted in terms of style. ‘He clearly wanted a
sexy boat with “wow factor”.’
Shuttleworth began conceptualising the boat focusing
on economical range – it would clearly have to be as light
and easily driven as possible. Both aerodynamics and
hydrodynamics had to be considered, and the exterior would
have to be smooth to reduce friction from water passing over
the structure. As Shuttleworth, now assisted by his two sons,
Orion and Sky, developed ideas, they became convinced that
to meet the brief the skin of the vessel would also have to form
part of the torsional strength – a sort of monocoque approach.
In the 1980s Shuttleworth had come up with the concept of
what he calls ‘integrated structure’. This results in boats that
are lighter, stiffer, stronger and less likely to twist than previous
multihull designs, the arena in which Shuttleworth excels.
Unlike round-the-world speed record boats with collapsible
pipe berths, Adastra would require good load-carrying capacity
to provide for accommodation and luxuries. Whereas most
trimaran outriggers skim the water, her outriggers were
expected to be continually immersed as she cut through the
waves. Although this increases drag over the skimming type by
72
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To make the structure as light as possible, the vessel would
have to be built in composites, as would much of the interior,
but this allowed the design of flowing shapes that define a
futuristic appearance. However, it wasn’t just hull weight that
was a consideration. To achieve very low fuel consumption,
every element was scrutinised. If there was a lighter way to
achieve the required function, it was sourced or built from

about eight per cent, it greatly decreases rolling and increases
stability. The crossbeam needed to be higher above the water
to reduce any impact and noise caused by slamming. Extensive
tank testing and radio-controlled model tests in waves were
carried out to analyse stability and performance. These allowed
Shuttleworth to optimise the height of the outriggers for ease
of motion and create a new shape to increase stability in waves.

scratch. For example, carbon-fibre hatches, toilets, portlights
and ladders were all built specially for the yacht.
This kind of effort required a collaborator in the form of a
builder, and Marden and Shuttleworth found theirs in Mark
Evans, co-owner of the Australian shipyard McConaghy Boats.
McConaghy, which has been in business some 45 years, has
an outstanding reputation for building performance sailing
boats, including renowned maxis such as Wild Oats X and XI,
Moneypenny and all three Alfa Romeos. The company has also
turned out Whitbread and Volvo Round the World racers and
has great expertise in carbon fibre.
Evans runs the company’s 300-employee yard in Zhuhai,
China, which builds mostly one-design racers and amazing
contraptions called hydrofoiling moths. Before Adastra, the
largest hull out of the facility had been the Chinese entry for
the America’s Cup in 2006.
Evans is not just a manager, however. He is a racing sailor
and a certified shipwright who is more likely to be on the shop
floor knee-deep in problem solving than behind a desk. For
a naval architect looking to take weight out of a boat without
sacrificing stiffness, and for a sailor building a powerboat while
living in Hong Kong, the McConaghy yard was the perfect
match. Adastra took four years to build, but part of that time
was spent on research and development.
The yacht’s deck and superstructure are constructed of
carbon fibre with a carbon/Nomex honeycomb core, while
the hull is an e-glass/Kevlar foam sandwich. Core thickness
varies from 20 to 40 millimetres. All the structures were resin
infused to ensure high quality and reduce weight. The interior
is oak veneer over honeycomb. The most dramatic weight
savings, according to Evans, came from changing the make-up
of the upper structure from foam/e-glass to carbon/Nomex.
‘It halved the weight of the core and I would guess saved us
200 to 300 kilos,’ he says. The result of all this effort, says
Shuttleworth, is that Adastra displaced 49 tonnes at launch
and operates with light ship displacement of 52 tonnes.
‘Throughout the design process, we gave careful consideration to ergonomics and how the boat would be used by
the owner and her crew,’ says Orion Shuttleworth. ‘What was
particularly challenging was that this design was the first of
her kind. We had to anticipate problems and find practical
solutions.’ This creative approach was recognised at the 2013
World Superyacht Awards, where Adastra won the Most
Innovative Yacht prize, and at the Showboats Design Awards
with a Judges’ Commendation for exterior styling.
‘The fantastically low weight, along with her easily driven
exterior, has resulted in one of the, if not the, most fuel
efficient superyachts ever,’ says Shuttleworth. At light load, the
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The saloon, with spacious
dining and seating areas,
has exposed beams –
it’s like being inside the
ribcage of a whale, says
designer Inge StrompfJepsen – and superb
views. It opens on to a
covered aft cockpit

yacht burns 17 litres of fuel an hour to cruise at 10.5 knots,
which gives her a range of 10,000 nautical miles. At 17 knots
she uses 100 litres an hour and has a range of 4,000 nautical
miles. Her top speed, delivered by a single 1,150hp Caterpillar
C18 engine, is 23.2 knots. To facilitate harbour manoeuvring,
each sponson contains a Yanmar 110hp diesel engine driving a
propeller. These engines act as backup to the Caterpillar and
alone can drive the yacht at up to eight knots. They also power
the 36kW gensets.
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cockpit, which has an undulating sofa to port and a dining
table to starboard tucked within the structure of the main hull
and the supports for the pilothouse and rigid bimini top. This
covered aft deck can be enclosed with a set of side covers that
slide into place.
Open deck running aft provides stowage for a 4.9-metre
tender that is launched with a removable carbon-fibre davit. A
second 3.1-metre tender is stowed alongside a freezer in the

‘Although the owner did not require the vessel to be classed,
we chose to use the LY2 code as a guide for safety and fittings.
In cases where this was not practical, we developed creative
solutions to provide safe alternatives,’ says Orion Shuttleworth.
An example is the addition of pad eyes along the deck to run
jacklines, and Harken safety tracks along the coachroof to
which the crew attach themselves with harnesses (just like on
board sailing yachts) when on deck in rough weather or when
cleaning the steeper areas of the superstructure.
The large wrap-around saloon windows were a structural
challenge but they helped the designers to lengthen the
exterior lines – and they create fantastic views and an atrium
effect inside.
Integral to the development of the yacht was the addition to
the team of Danish-born Inge Strompf-Jepsen, who operates
a successful architectural design company in Hong Kong. As
one might expect, she mixes Scandinavian style with Asian
influences. The idea of exposing the curved carbon-fibre beams
running through the deckhead of the saloon to save weight
was seen as a positive by Strompf-Jepsen, who thinks the
exposed structure gives the feeling of being inside the ribcage
of a whale. She designed low cabinets that follow the hull
sides, smoothly integrating with the ring frames, and curved
staircases that follow the sculptural shape of the hull.
The 16-metre beam creates a spacious saloon that is almost
circular in shape and offers superb views to those in the
lounging and dining areas. A door through the windscreen
allows access to a large foredeck sunbed that can be shaded
with an awning suspended from carbon-fibre poles set into
the deck. The main helmstation, which has two seats on
a plinth that give a view over the cabin top, is in a raised
pilothouse situated between the saloon and the aft deck.
Hatches in the overhead provide ventilation but also allow
the helmsman to put his head out for a 360-degree view
when docking.
To minimise the helmstation’s intrusion on the saloon,
it is housed in a wineglass-shaped structure that forms an
interesting architectural feature. Behind this is the shaded

garage below the aft deck, which has a door that hinges out to
create a bathing platform.
Accommodation is provided for nine guests and six crew.
The master cabin, with access from the deck saloon, is located
aft in a section of the main hull that flares above the waterline,
while the guest cabins are forward of the engine compartment.
Forward again are the crew cabins and galley.
Interior materials are limited to light honey oak and
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the interior’s light-toned surfaces are enhanced by fabrics
in blue and white collected by the owner’s wife in indonesia

The accommodation
space below deck was
expanded by slightly
flaring the central hull just
above the waterline. The
master suite occupies the
full beam aft, while guest
and crew cabins are
forward
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specifications

semi-gloss white paint with occasional brushed
stainless steel trims. The soft contrast of the surfaces is
augmented by white woven fabrics and blue-and-white
ikat fabrics collected by Elaine Marden over many years
in Indonesia. Mrs Marden collaborated with the interior
designer throughout the project. Their saloon layout
includes several small tables in typical Indonesian style
and a woven, rattan-like fretwork that acts as a backrest
for the sofa (or sala) and dining bench as well as a
balustrade for the central staircase.
The sponsons can be reached via steps sculpted into
the support wings. They look like louvres on a sports
car, and from some angles almost disappear from view.
Removable rails fit into the aft edge of the wings and
there are fixed handholds. Life rafts slot into quickrelease bins on the back edge of the wings.
‘Adastra takes the power trimaran concept further than
has ever been attempted before,’ says Shuttleworth. ‘The
challenge of turning this concept into a viable luxury
yacht that meets the needs of a very experienced oceanvoyaging couple and their family has led us to develop
new thinking on stability, very low fuel consumption and
comfort at sea for this type of craft.’
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Adastra’s revolutionary
design won her the
prize for innovation at
the World Superyacht
Awards. The galley
(above) is situated
forward of the engine
compartment

A dast ra

LOA:
42.5m (139' 5")
LWL:
42.3m (138' 9")
Beam:
16m (52' 5")
Draught (hull/including rudder):
1.1m (3' 7")/1.6m (5' 3")
Displacement (light):
52 tonnes
Gross tonnage:
139
Main engine:
1 x Caterpillar C18 Acert,
1,150hp @ 2,300rpm
Outrigger engines:
2 x Yanmar, 110hp @ 3,200rpm
Speed (max /cruise):
23.2/17 knots
Fuel capacity:
30,500 litres (8,057 US gals)
Range:
10,000nm @ 10.5 knots,
4,000nm @ 17 knots
Generators:
2 x 36kW custom in outriggers
linked to 110hp Yanmar engines,
1 x 26kW Northern Lights
Water capacity:
2 x 17gph watermakers
2,700 litres (713 US gals)
Owner and guests:
9
Crew:
5-6
Tenders:
1 x 4.9m Hans Boat,
1 x 3.1m Hans Boat
Construction:
composite
Owner’s project manager:
Rudulph Bollozos
Naval architecture:
Shuttleworth Design
Exterior styling:
Shuttleworth Design
Interior design:
Jepsen Designs
Builder/year:
McConaghy Boats,
Zhuhai, China/2012
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lower deck

